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Abstract. Consider a collection of vehicles on a highway. The velocity process of the kth vehicle 
is a Markov process with continuous paths independent of the velocity processe;;f the other 
vehicles but with the same probability law. The discharge of pollutants by the R: vehicle is 
described by a nondecreasing right continuous procr-ss whose probability law depends on the 
path of the vehicle in such a way that the discharge process has independent increments given 
the velocity process of the vehicle. The limiting behavior of the total amount of pollutants dis- 
charged in an interval of the highway by ti.me t by all the vehicles is studied as t + ~0. 
1 Markov additive process traffic theory pollution 1 
1. Introduction 
Consider a countable collection of vehicles on a highway. Let Vk(t) 
denote the velocity of the kfh *,-chicle at time t and Z&(t) the amount of 
pollutants it emits in the time interval [ 0, t]. The amount of pollutants 
emitted by a Vrehicle isadditive in small time intervals and depends on 
the velocity f:f the vehicle. If it is known that during a small interval of 
ti.me (t, t + : f thie velocity of the kfh vehicle remains constant, then it is 
reasonable tLo ex.pect that the pollutants from the vehicle would be 
emitted at a c0nstan.t rate except for small additional bursts. In a rough 
sense then we may write 
z#+s)=z~(t)+sA +B,, O%s<e, 
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where A is a random variable whose value is determined by the velocity 
of the vehicle andfB,; 0 <, s < e)is a pure jumg process with nonnegative 
stationary independent increments whose probability law depends on 
the velocity of the vehicle. 
If tthe velocity process of the kfh vehicle is Markovian, then the depen- 
dence of {V”(s); S- e < s< t)and {V&s); t < s < t + e} will induce a 
dependence between the increments 2&(t) --2#- e) and Zk(t + e) -Z”(t) 
of the pollutant emission process. 
We will let Vk = (V&); s >, 0) be a real-valued continuous Nlarkov 
process and Zk = (Z&s); s > 0) be a nondecreasing process with nonsta- 
tionary independent increments defined on the velocity process Vk. The 
two-dimensional process (Vk, Zk) is then called a Markov additive process 
(cf. [ 31). Further we will assume that the vehicles travel independent of 
one another, This assumption on the vehicular motion is reasonable in a 
light traffic situation and in a moderate traffic situation if we consider 
platoons of vehicles instead of single vehicles. The model will be made 
precise in the next section. 
If & denote:; the position of the Vh vehicle at time 0, then 
Xk(s) = Xk + j V&s) ds 
0 
is its piosition at time t and 
D&4 = c 
k 
t 
J 
0 
!lA 
0 
is the total amount of pol’lutants emitted in the interval A of the highway 
in the time interval 10, t] by all the vehicles. For fixed t 1 0, D, is a mea- 
sure valued process. A strong law and a functional central imit theorem 
for D, as t + =) will be obtained in Section 3. We wish to note that the 
metholds employed in this paper apply equally well to the more general 
case of pollutants emitted by vehicles on a network of roads. 
Finally we will conclude this section by introducing some notation 
and giving some definitions and results that will be used in the remainder 
of this paper. 
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are rneasurable spaces and f: E + F is measurable relative to E and Y , 
then we will write fE C / F. If F is any subset of the real line with 
the induced Bore1 o-algebra, then we simply write f~ Y C instead of 
fE e/s. 
If p is a measure on the measuralble space (E, C), we write 
for any integrable function 6 As a special notation we have 
e,(A) = IA(x) = 
,l ifxf& 
0 otherwise ,
forA EC. 
Let (E, e ) and (F, 9 ) be two meastirable spaces. A mapping 
iv : E X 9 + [ 0, l] is called a transition probability from (E, C ) into 
(F, 7 ) provided 
(a) A + N(x, A) is a probability on (F, 9 ) for fixed x E E; 
(b) x + N(x, A) is in & for any fixed A E y. 
Let (Q w, P) be a probability space and (E, C ) a measurable space. 
Amappingp: e X a + R, is called a random measure if 
(a)forfixedAE&w+p(A,ti)isink; 
(b) for fixed w E 52, A + p(A, U) is a measure on 6 m 
We will occasionally drop the c3 and write g(A) for &l, U) when no 
confusion will result. The Laplace functional 
Uf I= Ekw { - PU 41 
of p is defined for all f E C , j’> 0. A random measure p is called a 
Poissorr measure (PM) on (E, C ) with mean measure m if 
(a) HA,), l a*9 p(A,) are independent whenever A 1, . . . . -4, E & are 
disjoint; 
(b) p(A) has the Poisson distribution with parameter m(A) for each 
AE C.(Ifm(A)=+ =, then p(A) = + - a.s.) The following is a charac- 
terization which is easy to prove. 
1 .l. Lemma. Let p be a random measure on (E, & ). Then p is a 
*with a-finite mean measure m if and only if 
L(f)=exp s ( 
E 
for every nonnegative f E cZ .
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For reference purposes we will list the following result in a formula- 
tion due to CJnlar [ 21. 
oposition. Let (E, % 1) and (F, Y ) be measurable spacesand 
g : E + F, g E rf 1 Y . If p is Q PM on (E, e) with o-finite mean measllre 
m, then 
v(A) = P(g-l(A)) 
for A TV 9 defines a PM on (F, T) with mean measure nsuch that for 
AE 9, 
n(A) = mg-‘(A) . 
2. e velocity-pollutant emission process 
In this section we will make the description of the model more precise. 
First we will describe the pollutant emission process of a sin&e vehicle 
and the manner in which it depends on the velocity process. We will let 
V= {V(S); s> 0) denote the velocity process of a vehicle and 
2 = {Z(S); s> 0) its pollutant emission process. 
Let {Qt; t 2 0) be a family of transition probabilities from (R,, %!+) 
W+ X V) satisfying 
Q,+,h A x B) = j-Q&x, ely x dz) Q,(v, A x B - 2) 
forany t,s _- , ‘0 xE~,AE34+,BE~“,whereB+a=(b+a:bEB) 
l 
for any a E 
Let (S&%,, b> be a probability space. Let V be a process taking values 
in (R+,% +j with continuous paths and 2 be a right continuous nonde- 
creasing process taking values in (Rn, %!*) with Z(0) = 0 such that 
P{V(t *s) E A, Z(t +s) - Z(t) E B I V(u), Z(u); u 5 t} 2 
{V(t + s) E A, Z(t + s) - Z(t) E B I V(t)) 
(VW, A x B) (2.1) 
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for all t, s 2 0, A E % + and b‘ E 3en. Then the two-dimensional process 
(V, 2) is said to be a Markov adhive process ( P). (This definition is 
case of the more general one given in ). It can be shown that 
rkov process and, given the path of T/, Z is a process with non- 
negative independent increments which are not stationary in genera? 
(cf. [ 3, (l.S), (1.8)]). An example of particular tnterest is the following. 
2. I. Example. Suppose that V(t) = V(0) for all t 2 0. Then the proba- 
bility law of 2 is such that, given V(O), % is a proi:ess with nonnegative 
stationary independent increments. If 2 is real-valued, then 
f(s)Z(ds) ’ 
)I 1 V(0) = 
=PO V(O)jj’(s)ds+j i (1 - exprf -f(s) 0 MC W9, dt) ds p 
0 0 0 
where r is a nonnegative Bore1 measurable function; for fixed A E %+ 
the mapping x -+ n-l&, A) is in %? +, and for fixed x >, 0, A + M(x, A) is 
a measure on (R+,% +) such that 
m 
s min(z, l)M(x, da) q< - . 
0 
Let {X,; n E N) be al sequence of real valued random variables and 
{( &, Z,>; y1 E N)be a collection of independent MAP’s wiin the same 
probability law as (I: Z) independent of {X, }. We will interpret Xn as 
the position of the @ vehicle at time zero, Vn as its velocity process, 
and Zn as its pollutant emission process; its position at time t is 
x,(t) = X,, + s T/,(s) ds . 
0 
Since t + Z,(t, u) is right continuous alnd nondecneasing, it defines a 
vector=valued measure on the Bore1 subsets of For each u E 
t + XJt, a) in continuous and therefore 
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is well defined for A cz %? ; D,(A) is the total amount of pollutants emitted 
in A in the time interval [0, t] by all the vehicles. For fixed t 10, D, is 
a vector-valued random measure. We will write 
D&f 9 
+m 
W)= s f(x) D&d& a) -00 
for all f in B, the class of functions for which the above integral is defined 
for all 6,). 
Let p = Zk exk, the random counting measure induced by the positions 
at time zero of all the vehicles. Let L, be its Laplace functional, then: 
2.2. Proposition. Ebrfixed t 2 0, 
b,(f) =: EbP I-o,(m = LUG logH,f) 9 
where 
for all nonnegative f E B. 
Proof. Note that 
(2.2) 
since (( Vn, Z’,J} is a collection of independent processes independent 
of 
as 
{In}. Revkiting the above, we have 
‘-c(-logHtf(Xn)) = LJ-logH,f) 
n I] 
needed. 
If 2 is real-valued, then LD, completely determines the probability 
law of the process ,{ D, (A); A E 9 }. 
xampk. Let the probability law of (V’ 2) bl: as in Example 2.1 
real-&ued. Let {Xn ; n E N) be a Poisson process with rate one, 
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and {V,(O); n f } be a sequence of independent random variables with 
common distribution function F. Then for f E %! +, by Lemma 1.1 and 
roposition 2,2 we have 
H,f (x) = i F(du) exp 
0 
( -;[r(u)j+vtf(s)ds 
x 
40 
+Jtur $ (1 - exp(+(s)z})M(u, dz) ds 
x 0 II 
and 
L,&f I= exp 
Forf E %?+, 
+= - s (1 -fI,f(x))dx . 
--oo 1 
c(u) = r(u) + r zM(u, dz) . 
0 
Since 
d2 w+(f I21 = - 
dX2 
L,,@fl 9 
A=0 
it follows that 
VarD,(f)= t jm f(xj2 dx J i z2M(u, dz)F(du) 
-00 0 0 
+ f F(du)c(u)” j- 
0 -00 
,fora>Owehave 
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E[D,([O, a])] =at f c(u)F(du) , 
0 
VarD,([O, a]) = at i f z2 M(u, dz) F(du) 
0 0 
at-’ 
+ 
s 
r f Cl 2 - id] c(u)~ F(du) 
0 
4-J [a2 tu” - ;a3u2] c(u)~ F(du) . 
at-’ 
3. Limit theorems 
In this section we will study the Ilimiting behavior of D, as t + 00. It 
is known from a theorem of Dobrushin that for a large class of processes 
{ Xn ; n E N), the probability law of ix,(t); n CE N} will tend to that of 
a Poisson process as t + 00 (cf. [ 81). Under reasonable assumptions, V&t) 
will have a limiting distribution  as t + =. Hence we will assume that 
{Xn; RI E N) is a Poisson process wit?1 rate one, and that { vn(0); n E N) 
is a sequence of independent random variables with common distribution 
T independent of {X,; y1 E N). 
We will first obtain some results for this traffic model. L,et 
cc, = 51 %x, (0  ypr (0) ’ n 
the random counting measure induced by the positions and velocities 
of all the vehicles at time t. 
opositio~. pt is a PM on ( 
m, whereforAE%,Bfd#+, 
+,%! X % +) with mean measure 
)= Ml@), 
where IA 1 d’encr tes the Lebesgue measure of 
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oaf. Let f E L92 X 9?+, f 2 0. Then 
[expI-f(x + IL VW ds, W)))l) dx 
by Lemma 1.1. iy using Fubini’s theorem and making the change of 
variable y = x + Ji V(s) ds, the above becomes +- 
s ’ Cl- Ebp I-,f;ly, W))HMy = 
-410 t- 0 
ss ( 1 - =P C - f ( y, u)D WO dy -00 0 
since V is a stationary process. The result now follows from Lemma 1.1. 
For c E R, let 
ifX,>c, 
otherwise . 
Then if the pzth vehicle’s position at time zero is not greater than c, ?‘g is 
the time it crosses the point c on the highway. Let v = =*+ v )’ the 
random counting measure on (IQ X RF*,%! + X c)2 !f+) induc& ’ by the 
times the vehicles cross the point c on the highway and their velocity 
processes, 
3.2. Proposition. v is a PM with mean measure n such that for A E% +, 
B E 9q+, 
n(A X B) = JQ(dv) &u)du , 
B A 
where (2 is the probability law of V; that is, 
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Proof. It is easy to see that a = C etxn v,), the measure induced by the 
positions at time zero and the velociti processes of all the vehicles, is a 
Then v = ag-’ 
n = ag-1. The 
RX 
u) = 
and 
_- c) X RF+) with mean measure a, where 
a(i x B) = IA I Q(B). Leg 
( 
(- 5 u) ifx>c, 
(inf{t >, 0: :Y + j& P)(U)\ du Z c}, u) otherwise . 
by Proposition 1.2, v is a PM with mean measure 
result no l:q follows. 
3.3. Cmoilary. 
1; u n( &I). 
we wI!.ll now 
{Dt; t 2 0). 
{ Ti; n E IN) E’S a l’oisson process on (0, -) with rate 
study the measune-valued pollutant-emission process . 
3.4. Proposition. Let f~ B be nomzegative. Then t + D,(f) is a process 
witk nonnegative stationary increments. 
Roof. Fix a > 0. Since IX,; 12 t .N} is indlependent of the sequence of 
independent processes {(V,, &); n E N}, we have 
= E[ [r! E[exp (-rf’o XJs)Z,(ds)*~ Xrt ’ 
11 
{ Xn; n E N) is a Poisson process with rate 1 and ( Vn, 2,) has the same 
probability law as (V, Z). Therefore by rewriting the above and Lemma 
1.1 we have *kha,t 
-logE[exp (-~~~:~X,,(s)Z,(ds)) XJ 
t 
= exp 1-exp[--~jQ+j~V(u)du)Z(ds)])dz]) 
t 
= exp 1 __ exp (-rf(x + j; V(u) du) Z(ds)i) d,]) 
t 
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by making the change of variables x = z + JA V(u) du. Letting y = s -- t, 
the above expression becomes 
= exp [E[exp(-- PS(X+I:tt V(u)du)Z(d,v+r)) 
0 
V(t)]] 
by (2.1). Since V is stationary, it now follows from (2.14 that 
E Iexp (-(‘,+a(f) - ‘t(f)))1 = 
= E[exP {-O,(f)>1 l
In a similar manner it can be shown that for 0 5 tl < 5, < .I. < tti < - 
and h,, . . . . x, 2 O,+ 
E[expi-A1(Dt2(f) -I,,) - . . . - a(Dr,,(f) -Dt&f )))I = 
=E[exp(-$Dt,-t 
1 
(f) - l . . -“,JDrz,_t,(f) -Dtzn &f ))1 
We will1 assutie for the remainder of the paper that there exists b > 0 
such that V,(S) > 6 for all s 2 0 and n E N. 
3.5. Proposition. Let f be a continuous function with support [c, dl. 
Then for t > (d - c)/b + a, D,,(f) - Dt( f) and Da(f) ~zre independent 
random variables for a, s > 0. 
hoof. By a proof similar to that of Proposition 3.2 we have that 
I$, qxn vn z ) and &, qTc v z ) are PM%. For nonnegative f E I ,p n n, w n 
Y =z $*,f oX,(u)Z,(du): a < Ti 5 t + s 
I 
l 
_ 
t 
Then I’ and C {J;{ f 0 )Zn(dUj: 0 czul be written as 
$A h d/3, and $8~ d& re.AandBa sets, /z and g are 
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negative measurable functions, and fll = En e(xn Vn z ID Similarly, Y and 
Z {Jifo Xn(U)Zn(du): XnE [c, d])l C:U also be kritt”en as integrals over 
disjoint sets with respect o a PM &, Ijut with f12 = Zn etxn 
? 
Pr and & are Poisson measures, Y ancii 
Vn,zn). Since 
0 XJu)Z,(du): Xn E [c, d] 
I 
+c JfoX,(u&(du): 05 Ti <a 
I 0 
are independent random variables. By hypothesis, 
inf inf V,(u@b>O. 
n 2420 
Thus, if Xn E [c, d], then X,(s) 2 c + h; therefore Xn(t) > d for all 
t > (d - c)/b + a. If 0 5 T,C 5 a, then X,(S) 2 c for s 2 T;f; hence 
Xn(t) > G! for all t > (d - c)/b + a. Since f has support [c, d], it follows 
that ifX E [c d] or O< TC c 
Nob; for l< t, ’ 
- n - a, then f 0 XJt) = 0 for all t > (d - c)/b +a. 
Dt+s(f )-D,(f) = Y+C 
I 
rsf O Xn(u)Z,(du): Xn E [c, d] 
t I 
+Zi foXn(u)Zn(du): 05 Tl <-a . 
I 
Hence ot+,.tf) - l&(f) = Y for all t > (d - @/b + a, and the result fol- 
lows. &’ 
3.6. Theorem Let f be a continuous function with support a closed 
bounded interval. Then, if E [ Z( 1 )] is finite, 
) dx a.s. o 
be as in the statement of the theorem. ropositions 3.4 
+I(f I- D,(f 1; n E endent stationary 
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sequence. Therefore, by the strong law of large numbers for stationary 
sequences - 
Dn(f) 
lim y2 = E [D,( f )] a.s. 
n+* 
The result now follows by noting that E[D,( f )] = E[Z( l)] JR f(x) dx. 
Indeed we have the following stronger theorem. 
3.7. ‘Theorem. There exists B c S2 such that P(B) = 1 and 
D,(fl a 
lim t 
t+- 
= E[ZWl Jf(Wx 
R 
for a&l w E B and f E C,, where C, is the collection of all reabvalued 
continuous functions with compact support. 
Proof. For f E92, f 2 0, let 
c(f) = EW)l JfW dx l 
R 
Let 4, r E Q, where Q is the set of all rationals. Then there exists 
Bqr c S2, P(B,,) = 1, such that for o E B,,, 
by Theorem 3.6. Let B = n (Bqr : (4, r) E Q X Q}. The result now follows 
from [ 1, Theorem (2.2)] since P(B) = 1. 
We will now obtain a functional central imit theorem for D,. 
3.8. Theorem. Let f E CK , and for each n E N put 
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wh eire 
o(f12 = lim 2E[(D,(f I- iDl(f )I 1 Co,(f) - IDn(f )3 11 -VarD&f) 
12-0 
and [nt] = sup{ k E nt). Then, if E[Z( 1 )] is positive and finite 
and o(f) > 0, the probability law of the random function YA (f) con- 
verges weakly to #he probability law of the Wiener process on R with 
time parameter [ 0, I] us n --) 00. 
Let f E CK. Then {Dn+l (f) - Dn( f ); n E N} is an m-dependent 
stationary sequence by Propositions 3.4 and 3.5. If Q(f) > 0, the hypoth- 
esis of [ 1, Tlleorem (20.1)] for 
Ek = D,(f) -D&&f I- E[D,(f) -D&f )I 
are satisfied and the result: follows. 
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